Tender No: 2/R23 dated 26.12.2016
For Water Proofing Roof Treatment
Please submit quotation as per tender specifications mentioned below under RUSA
Project
Sealed quotations are invited from the eligible resourceful and bonafide vendors for the service of the
Water Proofing Roof Treatment in the college.
Water Proofing Roof Treatment
Sl.
No.

Work Description
1. SURFACE PREPARATION:
1. Remove the loose particles at roof and vertical joint up to 100 mm on the line terrace
and cleaning and washing the surface properly with rod brush, wire brush etc.
2. The substrate must be check for its soundness. Damaged and/or hollow portion, sharp
edges etc must be cut and removed till the mother slab.
3. Shifting rubbish at the appropriate place of the ground floor as per college direction..
2. 4. The slab should be recoated with slurry of Polymer and cement in 1:1 proportion after
drying, the brick bat coba in that portion should be reinstated by mixing of polymer in
the base slurry as well as while doing the top coba.
5. The surface cracks must be filled with any crack filler or polymer modified mortar if
cracks are wider more than 5 mm, and if less than 2 mm, clean with vacuum cleaner.
3. 6. Apply Efflorescence Resistant Penetrating primer i.e., Dr Fixit Prlimeseal primerin the
crack and let it dry,
7. Pour heavy duty Reinforced acrylic Water proof Coating i.e., Dr Fixit New Coat into
these cracks and wait for it to minimum 3 coat with glass fibre net.
4.

8. The roof slope of a minimum of 1 in 100
9. Bitumen based waterproofing treatments if existing, must be completely removed
by mechanical scarification or by any other means.

A. The total area covered is 4000 sq.ft.(approx.).
Please quote the price per unit (per sq. ft.)
Terms & Conditions:
1. The product and service work should cover onsite warranty.
2. Completion of installation within 14 days after work order issue.
3. Parties/firm must have sufficient experience in the field. Tenderer must submit photocopies of
valid, current & relevant Trade Licence ,VAT Registration Certificate, PAN Card,etc, along
with the quotation
4. Terms of warranty & AMC, payment should be clearly mentioned in the quotation
5. “ Tender for Roof Treatment” must be super scribed on the envelope containing the quotation
6. Period and time: Tender related visit/query, if required: 26/12/2016 to 7/01/2017 on working
days only from 2 PM to 4.P.M
7. College authority reserves the right to accept or reject any quotation(s) without assigning any
reason.
8. Tender should be addressed to the PRINCIPAL, S A JAIPURIA COLLEGE and to be
submitted to the Librarian, Sri. Abhijit Chatterjee, S A Jaipuria College by 5 pm. of

7th January, 2017 [Contact 9903883520]

